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1 Introduction1
Nasal assimilation refers to the phenomenon in Kazakh2 where the suffix-initial consonant is
realized as a nasal instead of the expected voiced stop conditioned by a stem-final nasal and a
second nasal contained in the same suffix. To illustrate this, I use the ablative -/dAn/ and locative
-/dA/ suffixes3. The ablative has three allomorphs, -[dAn], -[nAn], and -[tAn]; the locative has
two, -[dA] and -[tA]. The suffix-initial consonant alternation is conditioned by the stem final
sound, as illustrated by the examples in (1). Following stems ending a voiceless consonant (/p/,
/t/, /k/, /f/, /s/, /ʃ/)4, the voiceless-initial allomorphs -[tAn] and -[tA] are used. Following nonvoiceless, non-nasal final stems (vowels and /z/, /ʒ/, /r/, /l/, /j/, /w/), the voiced suffix-initial
allomorphs -[dAn] and -[dA] are used. Following nasal-final stems, the allomorph of the locative
is -[dA], while the allomorph of the ablative is -[nAn]. The ablative allomorph -[nAn] following
nasal-final stems is claimed to be the result of nasal assimilation.
(1) Allomorphs of the locative -/dA/ and the ablative -/dAn/
-/dA/
-/dAn/
/ata-dA/ à [ata-da] ‘in the father’
/ata-dAn/ à [ata-dan] ‘from the father’
/kaz-dA/ à [kaz-da] ‘in the goose’
/kaz-dAn/ à [kaz-dan] ‘from the goose’
/kan-dA/ à [kan-da] ‘in the blood’
/kan-dAn/ à [kan-nan] ‘from the blood’
/kitap-dA/ à [kitap-ta] ‘in the book’
/kitap-dAn/ à [kitap-tan] ‘from the book’
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Kazakh is Kipchak Turkic language. Kazakh has labial, coronal and velar voiced and voiceless stops (/p/, /b/, /t/,
/d/, /k/, /ɣ/) and nasals in the corresponding place of articulation (/m/, /n/, /ŋ/) in its sound inventory (cf.
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Nasal assimilation is conditioned by two factors, both of which must be satisfied for the nasal
assimilation to apply: the stem-final sound has to be a nasal, and the suffix has to contain another
non-initial nasal. In the ablative -/dAn/ this is satisfied, since -/dAn/ contains a suffix-final nasal.
There are four suffixes that satisfy this condition: -/men/ (instrumental), -/mIn/ (1st Sg.), -/dAn/
(ablative) and -/nIŋ/ (genitive).
In the next section, I will show how nasal assimilation comes about in underlyingly nasalinitial suffixes. Nasal assimilation does not happen if the suffix-initial is /s/ (as in -/sIn/ (3rd
subjunctive), -/sIŋ/ (2nd Sg)) or /g/ (or as I will argue /ɣ/) (-/gAn/ (participle)). The paper aims to
give a phonetic account of why nasal assimilation comes about in -/men/ (instrumental), -/mIn/
(1st Sg), -/dAn/ (ablative) and -/nIŋ/ (genitive), and why it does not if the suffix-initial is /s/ or
/ɣ/.

2 Syllable Contact Law
Kazakh belongs to a group of Turkic languages in which the Syllable Contact Law regulates
consonant alternations in heterosyllabic consonant clusters (cf. Davis 1998, Davis & Baertch
2004, Gouskova 2004, Washington 2010). In Kazakh, rising sonority in heterosyllabic consonant
clusters is disallowed. The sonority scale for Kazakh is the following (modified version of Davis
1998): Glide, /r/ > /l/ > Nasal > Fricative, Stop. In Kazakh heterosyllabic consonant clusters, a
consonant cannot be followed by a consonant with higher or equal sonority value (i.e., a nasal
cannot be followed by a nasal or an obstruent). That is, for instance *[nasal].[obstruent],
*[nasal].[nasal] clusters are disallowed.
These disallowed consonant clusters arise at morpheme boundaries when /m/, /n/ or /l/-initial
suffixes5 attach to stems. To comply with the syllable contact law, the second consonant, i.e., the
suffix-initial consonant, is strengthened into a homorganic stop. I shall note that
[obstruent].[obstruent] clusters remain unchanged because the second consonant cannot be
further strengthened.
The examples in (2) show how the Syllable Contact Law affects suffix-initial /m/, /l/ and /n/
sounds. Suffix-initial /m/ and /l/ can only follow more sonorous stem-final sounds. If the
underlying /m/ or /l/-initial suffix follows an equally sonorous consonant, they strengthen into a
homorganic stop. /n/-initial suffixes behave somewhat differently from /m/ and /l/-initial
suffixes; /n/ strengthens into a homorganic stop following all consonants. There are several
approaches to account for this phenomenon, such as Davis 1998 and Washington 2010; the
revision of these analyses is beyond the scope of the present paper, but I would propose that the
behavior of /n/-initial suffixes is due to a constraint that prohibits C.n clusters, that is, it is not
related to the Syllable Contact Law.
(2) Allomorphs of -/mIz/, -/lAr/, and -/nI/
-/mIz/ (1st plural agreement) -/lAr/ (plural)
/bala-mIz/ à [bala-mɯz]
/bala-lAr/
à
[bala-lar]
‘child-1PL’
‘child-pl’
/koj-mIz/ à [koj-mɯz]
/koj-lAr/ à [koj-lar]
‘sheep-1PL’
‘sheep-pl’
5

There are no other kinds of sonorant-initial suffixes in Turkic languages.

-/nI/ (accusative)
/bala-nI/ à [bala-nɯ]
‘the child-acc’
/koj-nI/ à [koj-dɯ]
‘sheep-acc’
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/er-mIz/ à [er-miz]
‘man-1PL’
/ylken-mIz/ à [ylken-biz]
‘big-1PL’
/kɯz-mIz/ à [kɯz-bɯz]
‘girl-1PL’
/konak-mIz/ à [konak-pɯz]
‘guest-1PL’

3
/er-lAr/ à [er-ler]
‘man-pl’
/kyn-lAr/ à [kyn-der]
‘day-pl’
/kɯz-lAr/ à [kɯz-dar]
‘girl-pl’
/konak-lAr/ à [konak-tar]
‘guest-pl’

/er-nI / à [er-di]
‘man-acc’
/kyn-nI / à [kyn-di]
‘day-acc’
/kɯz-nI / à [kɯz-dɯ]
‘girl-acc’
/konak-nI / à [konak-tɯ]
‘guest-acc’

3 Nasal assimilation: data, previous analyses
3.1 Data
The instrumental -/men/, the 1st person singular -/mIn/ and the genitive -/nIŋ/ would be expected
to surface with an obstruent-initial consonant following stems ending in a nasal because equally
sonorous [nasal].[nasal] clusters are disallowed, as shown in (2) where the 1st person plural
agreement suffix -/mIz/ and the accusative -/nI/ have stop-initial allomorphs following nasalfinal stems. Yet this is not what we see in the suffixes -/mIn/, -/men/ and -/nIŋ/.
The instrumental -/men/, the 1st person singular -/mIn/ and the genitive -/nIŋ/ suffixes surface
with a nasal-initial initial consonant following nasal-final stems violating the Syllable Contact
Law which does not allow for equally sonorous [nasal].[nasal] clusters. Following other, nonnasal-final, stems the Syllable Contact Law is observed. This is illustrated by the examples in
(3). The suffix-initial nasal instead of stop following nasal-final stems can be explained by nasal
assimilation.
(3) Allomorphs of -/mIn/, -/men/, and -/nIŋ/
-/mIn/ (1st singular)
-/men/ (instrumental)
/bala-mIn/ à [bala-mɯn]
/bala-men/ à [bala-men]
‘child-1SG’
‘child-INSTR’
/koj-mIn/ à [koj-mɯn]
/koj-men/ à [koj-men]
‘sheep-1SG’
‘sheep-INSTR’
/er-mIn/ à [er-min]
/er-men/ à [er-men]
‘man-1SG’
‘man-INSTR’
/ylken-mIn/ à [ylken-min]
/ylken-men/ à [ylken-men]
‘big-1SG’
‘big-INSTR’
/kɯz-mIn/ à [kɯz-bɯn]
/kɯz-men/ à [kɯz-ben]
‘girl-1SG’
‘girl-INSTR’
/konak-mIn/ à [konak-pɯn] /konak-men/ à [konak-pen]
‘guest-1SG’
‘guest-INSTR’

-/nIŋ/ (genitive)
/bala-nIŋ/ à [bala-nɯŋ]
‘the child-ACC’
/koj-nIŋ/ à [koj-dɯŋ]
‘sheep-ACC’
/er-nIŋ/ à [er-diŋ]
‘man-ACC’
/kyn-nIŋ/ à [kyn-niŋ]
‘day-ACC’
/kɯz-nIŋ/ à [kɯz-dɯŋ]
‘girl-ACC’
/konak-nIŋ/ à [konak-tɯŋ]
‘guest-ACC’

That is, nasal assimilation applies to four Kazakh suffixes: -/dAn/, -/mIn/, -/men/ and -/nIŋ/.
If the suffix-initial is /s/6 or the velar stop /g/ (cf. in sections 4.2.2 and 6), nasal assimilation does
not come about. The 2nd person singular agreement suffix -/sIŋ/ does not become *[nIŋ]
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There is no other fricative-initial suffix that contains a nasal.
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following nasals (e.g., /ylken-sIŋ/ à [ylken-siŋ], not *[ylken-niŋ]), neither does the participle
-/gAn/ (/ojan-ɣan/ à [ojan-ɣan] not *[ojan-ŋan] ‘waken up’).

3.2 Previous analyses
This phenomenon was dubbed nasal assimilation by Davis (1998). Davis (1998) accounts for the
data by proposing the constraint Nasal Harmony (NasHarm). The NasHarm constraint states that
“C is nasalized in the environment of NCVN” (Davis 1998: 196). NasHarm dominates both
Syllable Contact and faithfulness constraints. To account for the lack of nasal harmony in /g/initial suffixes (e.g., in the participle -/gAn/), he uses the high-ranked *ŋ-Onset constraint, which
disallows /ŋ/ in onset position. While it is true that /ŋ/ is disallowed in post-consonantal position,
/ŋ/ can occur intervocally in words such as teŋiz ‘sea’ or ʒaŋa ‘new’ etc., a problem recognized
by Davis himself, but not addressed any further. Washington’s (2010) and Kuhn’s (2012)
analyses also use harmony constraints to account for the phenomenon; readers are referred to
these papers for details.

4 A new perspective
In what follows, I will argue that the nasal assimilation in Kazakh is related to the phonetics of
[nasal].[voiced stop] clusters. To demonstrate this, I will use the results of recordings I made
with a native speaker. The expectation is that the duration of the segments in a consonant cluster
to be roughly similar to the duration of each segment in intervocalic position, and that each
segment has approximately equal duration in a consonant cluster. As I will show below, these
predications are borne out for some consonant clusters but not [nasal].[voiced stop] clusters,
which gives rise to nasal assimilation.

4.1 Methodology
My goal is to take a closer look at what is the phonetic basis of these constraints that reference
the configuration where this phenomenon takes place, and offer a phonetic explanation why the
phenomenon comes about exactly at places where it does.
To this end I made recordings with a Kazakh native speaker. I was mainly interested in
the duration of the segments in [nasal].[stop] and [nasal].[nasal] clusters. While the results can
only be preliminary due to the limited amount of data, the patterns we see are robust enough to
show that I am on the right track with my analysis. I selected target words that contained the
investigated consonant clusters (e.g., [ʃamda] ‘in the candle’, [kanda] ‘in the blood’, [zaŋda] ‘in
the legislation’); in the target words the sound environment of the cluster was the same (e.g., the
clusters are always preceded by /a/). The target words were presented in a frame sentence. I did
three repetitions, for each repetition a slightly modified frame sentence was used, which were
“Yjge kirip ___ dep ajttɯm.” ‘When I entered the house, I said ___ .’, taken from Washington
2016, “Bølmege kirip ___ dep ajttɯm.” ‘When I entered the room, I said ___ .’ “Asxanaɣa kirip
___ dep ajttɯm.” ‘When I entered the kitchen, I said ___ .’ Each of these triplets were presented
on a separate slide in a power point presentation, and the consultant was asked to read them out
loud after familiarizing herself with the stimuli. The recordings were made in the Cornell
Phonetics Lab.
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 [Nasal].[voiceless stop] clusters
The duration of segments in a cluster in expected to be roughly similar to the duration of the
individual segments in intervocalic position, and the segments in the cluster are expected have
roughly equal duration. These predictions are indeed borne out in Kazakh [nasal].[voiceless stop]
clusters. In my recordings, I had tokens with [m.p], [n.t] and [ŋ.k] clusters in my recordings
([kempir] ‘old woman’, [antɯ] ‘his/her/its/their vow’, [eŋkejdi] ‘s/he/they bend down’7). The
internal timing of these clusters was compared to the individual segments in intervocalic
position, such as [ʃamɯ] ‘his/her/its/their candle’, [ʃapan] ‘kind of coat’, [kanɯ] ‘his/her/its/their
blood’, [atɯ] ‘his/her/its/their name/horse’, [zaŋɯ] ‘his/her/its/their legislation’, [sakal] ‘beard’.
The following spectrogram of a token of [kempir] ‘old woman’ illustrates this; for
comparison purposes I also provide the spectrogram of a token of [ʃamɯ] ‘his/her/its/their
candle’, which has an intervocalic /m/. As shown in the spectrogram in (4), the transition
segment between the nasal and stop is characterized by decreasing intensity, and during the
closure part the intensity is zero. Note that the transition segment is taken to belong to the nasal
following Cohn & Riehl 2012.
(4) Spectrogram of a token of the word [kempir] ‘old woman’8

(5) Spectrogram of a token of the word [ʃamɯ] ‘his/her/its/their candle’

7

[Nasal].[voiceless stop] clusters can only be found in morphologically simplex words due to the rules of voicing
assimilation in suffix-initial position.
8
“Tr” stands for transition, “Cl” for closure, “Rl” for release. The spectrogram only shows the [m.p] consonant
clusters and the vowels preceding and following the cluster.
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The results are given in the following table, which compares the internal timing of [m.p],
[n.t] and [ŋ.k] clusters with the duration of the individual segments in intervocalic position.
(Note that because in [sakal] /k/ is realized with a significant amount of frication, I did not divide
it into closure and release.) For ease of comparison the relevant intervocalic segments were
placed next to each other. The duration of the three repetitions were averaged. Moreover, the
duration shown in this and all the following tables was controlled for speech tempo by dividing
the duration of the segment by the duration of a control word in the frame sentence (kirip,
measured from the burst of /k/ to the closure of /p/). Thus the duration given in the tables does
not reflect absolute duration, rather a ratio relative to the duration of the frame.
(6) Internal timing of [m.p], [n.t] and [ŋ.k] clusters compared to the duration of singleton
consonants in intervocalic position
(V)ŋ(V)+(V)k(V)
(e)ŋk(ejdi)
(V)n(V)+(V)t(V)
(a)nt(ɯ)
(V)m(V)+(V)p(V)
(ke)mp(ir)
Nasal

Tr

Cl

Rl

As the spectrogram in (4) and the chart in (6) illustrate, the nasal and the voiceless stop have
approximately equal duration in [nasal].[voiceless stop] clusters; moreover, the duration of these
segments roughly equals the duration of these segments in intervocalic position. Note that it is
expected that the segments in the cluster would have shorter duration than the individual
segments in intervocalic position.

4.2.2 [Nasal].[fricative] clusters
I will turn now to [nasal].[fricative] clusters. Recall that nasal assimilation does not take place in
in [nasal].[s][vowel][nasal] configuration (such as -/sIn/ 3rd person subjunctive and -/sIŋ/ 2nd
person singular predicate agreement). I looked at the internal duration of [nasal].[s] clusters in
the words [ʃamsɯŋ] ‘you are a candle’, [qansɯŋ] ‘you are blood’ and [zaŋsɯŋ] ‘you are the
law’, formed with the 2nd person agreement suffix -/sIŋ/.
My recordings show that [nasal].[fricative] clusters pattern with [nasal].[voiceless stop
clusters] with respect to their internal duration; that is, the nasal and the fricative in the cluster
have approximately equal duration and their duration roughly corresponds to the duration of the
segments in intervocalic position. The following spectrogram shows that there is a robust [s]
segment, and the duration of [s] roughly equals the duration of [m]. The chart below summarizes
the results of the internal duration of [nasal].[fricative] clusters.
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(7) Spectrogram of a token of [ʃamsɯŋ] ‘you are blood’

(8) Internal timing of [nasal].[fricative] clusters
(za)ŋs(ɯŋ)
(ka)ns(ɯŋ)
(ʃa)ms(ɯŋ)
Nasal

Tr

Fricative

4.2.3 [Nasal].[labial/coronal voiced stop] clusters
The internal timing in [nasal].[voiced stop] clusters is not like in [nasal].[voiceless stop] or
[nasal].[fricative] clusters, rather the voiced stop segment is very short compared to the nasal part
or compared to the duration of the voiced stop in intervocalic position. This is crosslinguistically attested phenomenon (Cohn and Riehl 2012, 2016). To show this for Kazakh, I
measured the duration of the following [nasal].[labial and coronal voiced stop] clusters (-[ba] is
an allophone of the polar question particle, -[da] is an allophone of the locative suffix); recall
that nasal assimilation only occurs in [nasal].[labial stop] and [nasal].[coronal stop] clusters.
[Nasal].[velar stop] clusters will be dealt with in section 6.
[m.b] ([ʃamba] ‘a/the candle?’), [m.d] ([ʃamda] ‘in a/the candle’);
[n.b] ([kanba] ‘blood?’), [n.d] ([kanda] ‘in blood’);
[ŋ.b] ([zaŋba] ‘the law?’), [ŋ.d] ([zaŋda] ‘in the law’).
The following two spectrograms of a token each of the words [kanda] and [zaŋda] illustrate
the principles for segmentation and also how short the stop segment is in [nasal].[labial/coronal
voiced stop] clusters. The nasal transition and the following stop has decreasing intensity; some
nasals have longer transitions preceding certain voiced stops (e.g., /n.b/, /ŋ.b/, shown in (10), and
/m.d/). The closure part is characterized by a significant dip in intensity. As these spectrograms
of [kanda] and [zaŋba] illustrate, the voiced stop segment is significantly shorter than the nasal.
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(9) Spectrogram of a token of the word [kanda] ‘in blood’

(10) Spectrogram of a token of the word [zaŋba] ‘law?’

The chart in (11) summarizes the results of the recordings. The chart was compiled the same way
as (8); the duration of the consonants was controlled for speech tempo and then averaged for the
three repetitions. As (11) indicates, the internal timing of [nasal].[labial/coronal voiced stop]
clusters is very different from [nasal].[voiceless stop] and [nasal].[fricative] clusters. In all
[nasal].[labial/coronal voiced stop] clusters the voiced stop segment is very short compared to
the nasal part. Also the voiced stop is much shorter following a nasal than in intervocalic
position, as shown in the paired lines where the bottom ones show the duration of
[nasal].[labial/coronal voiced stop] clusters while the top ones give the duration of nasal ([ʃamɯ]
‘his/her/its/their candle’, [kanɯ] ‘his/her/its/their blood’, [zaŋɯ] ‘his/her/its/their law’) and
labial/coronal stop ([qabɯ] ‘his/her/its/their container’, [adam] ‘man’) singletons in intervocalic
position. Stops in the bottom lines are significantly shorter than stops in the top lines.
(11) Internal timing of [nasal].[labial/coronal voiced stop] clusters compared to the duration
of singleton consonants in intervocalic position
(V)ŋ(V)+(V)d(V)
(za)ŋd(a)
(V)n(V)+(V)d(V)
(ka)nd(a)
(V)m(V)+(V)d(V)
(ʃa)md(a)
(V)ŋ(V)+(V)b(V)
(za)ŋb(a)
(V)n(V)+(V)b(V)
(ka)nb(a)
(V)m(V)+(V)b(V)
(ʃa)mb(a)
Nasal

Tr

Cl

Rl
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5 Nasal assimilation in [nasal].[labial/coronal voiced
stop][vowel][nasal] configuration
Recall that nasal assimilation in Kazakh only occurs in labial or coronal stop-initial suffixes but
not if the suffix starts in a velar stop (/g/) or a fricative (/s/). First, I will discuss why nasal
assimilation takes place in the configuration [nasal].[labial/coronal voiced stop][vowel][nasal].
Since the voiced stop segment is very short in the [nasal].[voiced stop] clusters, it is
perceptionally weak. The main perceptional cue to distinguish [nasal][vowel] and [nasal].[voiced
stop][vowel] sequences is the nasalization on the vowel. In [nasal][vowel] sequences, the
nasalization continues into the vowel, while in [nasal].[voiced stop][vowel] sequences there is no
nasalization on the vowel (Cohn & Riehl 2012, 2016).
When a nasal sound follows the vowel, as it does in the [nasal].[labial/coronal voiced
stop][vowel][nasal] configuration, the second nasal nasalizes the preceding vowel, thus the most
important perceptional cue gets lost for correctly distinguishing [nasal][vowel] vs.
[nasal].[voiced stop][vowel] sequences.
Thus the reason for nasal assimilation in Kazakh [nasal].[voiced stop][vowel][nasal]
sequences is that (i) voiced stops are much shorter in these clusters, therefore perceptually less
salient, and (ii) when there is a nasal in the suffix, it nasalizes the preceding vowel, thus the most
important perceptional cue is lost for identifying the [nasal].[voiced stop] cluster. The loss of the
perceptual salience for the voiced stop leads to its “misinterpretation” as a nasal.
I shall mention that it is clear that the stem-final nasal and the following consonant form a nasal
cluster and it is not a nasal singleton. The following two spectrograms compare the nasal
singleton in [kanɯ] ‘his/her/its/their blood’ with the nasal geminate in [kannɯŋ] ‘of the blood’;
the average duration of the nasal geminates in the three repetitions of [kannɯŋ] is 107.75 ms (cf.
in [kanɯ] ‘his/hers/its/their blood’, with a singleton coronal nasal, the average duration is 77.25
ms).
(12) Spectrogram of a token of [kanɯ] ‘his/her/its/their blood’
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(13) Spectrogram of a token of [kannɯŋ] ‘of the blood’

The following table gives an overview of the duration all the nasal geminates and clusters arising
through nasal assimilation, along with the duration of singleton nasals. Based on the data, it is
clear that the result of nasal assimilation is not a singleton nasal.
(14) Average duration of nasal singletons and geminates
Nasals, Nasal geminates and clusters
Average duration (of the three repetitions)
m [ʃamɯ]
77.23 ms
n
[kanɯ]
77.25 ms
ŋ
[zaŋɯ]
69.65 ms
mm [ʃammen], [ʃammɯn]
147.56 ms, 121.52 ms
mn [ʃamnan], [ʃamnɯŋ]
139.17 ms, 100.85 ms
nm [kanmen], [kanmɯn]
134.39 ms, 114.27 ms
nn [kannan], [kannɯŋ]
134.36 ms, 105.75 ms
ŋm [zaŋmen], [zaŋmɯn]
138.68 ms, 107.78 ms
ŋn [zaŋnan], [zaŋnɯŋ]
118.77 ms, 110.51 ms
Finally, the lack of nasal assimilation in the case of /s/-initial suffixes can be explained by the
robust perceptional salience of the fricative in [nasal].[s] clusters. Now I will turn to
[nasal].[velar stop] clusters, another case where the nasal assimilation does not apply.

6 [Nasal].[g] clusters
My recordings show that the historically velar stop is realized as a fricative or an approximant
following /n/ and /m/.9 If it is realized as a fricative, it has much longer duration than voiced
stops in this sound environment. This is illustrated in the following spectrogram of [kanɣa] ‘to
the blood’, formed with the dative -/ɣA/ suffix. Thus historically voiced velar stops are not
realized as stops in modern Kazakh, consequently they do not pattern with stops with respect to
nasal assimilation.
As shown for /s/-initial suffixes, fricatives do not participate in nasal assimilation due to their
perceptual salience associated with the manner of articulation and longer duration. When a
historically voiced velar stop is realized as a fricative, it is perceptually more salient. That is, the
reason why there is no nasal assimilation in the case of /g/-initial suffixes is not a high-ranked
9

No research has been done on the exact phonetic realization of (historically) voiced velar stops in different sound
environments therefore these observations have to be taken as preliminary. In my recordings the historically voiced
velar stop was realized as a stop following the velar nasal. I take this case to be a strengthening phenomenon.
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*ŋ-onset constraint but that the velar stop is not realized as a stop following the labial and the
coronal nasal but as a fricative with a robustly long duration.
(15) Spectrogram of a token of [kanɣa] ‘(in)to the blood’

7 Morphological conditioning
So far I have only alluded to the morphological conditioning of Kazakh nasal assimilation. It has
been unnoticed in the literature that the second nasal has to be contained in the same suffix as the
voiced stop for the nasal assimilation to take place. For instance, there is nasal assimilation in the
genitive -/nIŋ/, which would be expected to surface as -[dIŋ] following nasals, but there is no
nasal assimilation in the past tense -/dI/ followed by the subject agreement markers -/m/ or /ŋ/,
which surfaces as -[dIm] or [dIŋ]. Compare the past tense form [ojan-dɯ] followed by agreement
suffixes -[m] and [ŋ], which do not trigger nasal assimilation, with the forms where the (second)
nasal is contained in the same suffix (-/nIŋ/ genitive, -/dAn/ ablative) where there is nasal
assimilation. (Hyphens indicate morpheme boundaries.)
/ojan-dI-m/ à [ojan-dɯ-m] ‘wake up-past-Sg.1’
/ojan-dI-ŋ/ à [ojan-dɯ-ŋ] ‘wake up-past-Sg.2’
cf. /kan-nIŋ/ à [kan-nɯŋ] ‘blood-genitive’
/kan-dAn/ à [kan-nan] ‘blood-ablative’
The genitive -/nIŋ/ and the 2nd person singular past tense -/dI-ŋ/ are expected to be homophonous
following nasal-final stems, yet this is not what we see. Instead, the suffix-initial /d/ in the past
tense suffix -/dI/ followed by nasal-initial agreement suffixes remains unchanged. This is
illustrated by the following spectrogram of a token of [ojan-dɯ-ŋ] ‘you woke up’. There is a
clear burst in suffix-initial position, that is, there is no nasal assimilation.
(16) Spectrogram of a token of the word [ojan-dɯ-ŋ] ‘you woke up’
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There were several tokens in the stimuli list where the suffix-initial voiced stop and nasal were
not in the same suffix;10 nasal assimilation did not occur in any of these cases.
Because of the limited amount of data, I cannot determine if there is a difference in the
phonetic realization of [nasal].[voiced stop] and [nasal].[voiced stop][vowel]-[nasal] sequences,
where the nasal is found in a separate morpheme as the voiced stop. Nevertheless, it must be the
case that nasal assimilation is morphologically conditioned. That is, the second nasal has to be
contained in the same suffix for the nasal assimilation to take place; there is no nasal assimilation
in the configuration where the second nasal is found in a different suffix than the voiced stop.
This morphological conditioning can be explained in terms of morphological cycles. It can be
posited that every suffix-boundary marks a morphological cycle, each newly added suffix is
immediately sent to spell-out. That is, when the past tense -/dI/ is added to the stem /ojan-/,
[ojan-dɯ] is sent to spell-out; when the agreement suffix -[m] or [ŋ] is added, the preceding
material is already sent to spell-out and therefore there is no nasal assimilation taking place.

8 Summary
Nasal assimilation in Kazakh is a phenomenon where suffix-initial voiced stops become
homorganic nasals in the configuration [nasal].[voiced stop][vowel][nasal]. I proposed that the
explanation of this phenomenon lies in the phonetic realization of [nasal].[voiced stop] clusters
where the duration of the voiced stop is significantly shorter than the voiceless stop’s duration in
[nasal].[voiceless stop] clusters. The main cue for identifying the voiced stop in this environment
is the lack of nasalization on the following vowel. But when a nasal follows the voiced stop, i.e.,
in [nasal].[voiced stop][vowel][nasal], the second nasal nasalizes the preceding vowel, thus an
important cue for identifying the voiced stop is lost, and it is “misidentified” as a nasal. In
Kazakh, nasal assimilation only occurs in the case of labial and coronal voiced stops.
Nasal assimilation only occurs if the second nasal is found in the same morpheme as the
voiced stop. I proposed that this can be explained by cycles; morpheme boundaries would signify
separate cycles where every newly added syntactic material would be immediately sent to spellout.
Nasal assimilation does not take place if the suffix-initial sound is a fricative, i.e., in
[nasal].[fricative][vowel][nasal], because fricatives are perceptually salient due to their manner
of articulation and longer duration. I made the proposal that historically voiced velar stops
became fricatives in modern Kazakh, as suggested by their realization in my recordings, which
would explain the lack of nasal assimilation in their case.
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